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Historical context

Appointed to Berlin Chair

Arrives April 1914 

Family leave Berlin, June 1914

World War I (1914-18)

Living alone, food shortages

Dietary problems, illness

Second ‘miraculous’ period 

Covariant field equations (1915)

Exposition, solutions and predictions (1916)

First relativistic model of the cosmos (1917)

Papers on gravitational waves

Papers on the quantum theory of radiation 

Papers on unified field theory
Einstein in Berlin (1916)



The road to general relativity

The general principle of relativity (1907-)

Relativity and accelerated motion? 

The principle of equivalence

Equivalence of gravity and acceleration

The principle of Mach

Relativity of inertia 

Structure of space determined by matter

A long road  (1907-1915)

Gravity = curvature of space-time 

Covariant field equations?



Relativistic cosmology (1915-17)

A natural progression

Ultimate test for new theory of gravitation

Principle 1: stasis

Assume static distribution of matter

Principle 2: uniformity

Assume uniform distribution of matter

Principle 3: Mach’s principle

No such thing as empty space

Boundary conditions at infinity?

What are the ‘natural’ values of 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝜇𝜈 ?



Cosmological Considerations (1917)



Structure of Einstein’s 1917 paper



The Einstein World 

Assume stasis (no evidence to the contrary)

Non-zero density of matter 

Introduce closed spatial curvature

To conform with Mach’s principle

Solves problem of 𝑔𝜇𝜈

Introduce new term in GFE*

Additional term needed in field equations

Quantitative model of the universe 

Radius related to matter density 

Radius related to cosmic constant



From 3(a), in accordance with (1a) one calculates for the 𝑅𝜇𝜈
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On the cosmological constant (i) 

Einstein 1933

λ term  needed for (static) solution



On the cosmological constant (ii)

Introduced in analogy with Newtonian cosmology 

Full section on Newtonian gravity (Einstein 1917)

Indefinite potential at infinity?

Modifying Newtonian gravity

Extra term in Poisson’s equation

A “foil” for relativistic models

Introduce cosmic constant in similar manner

Inexact analogy 

Modified GFE corresponds to P3, not P2 

A significant error?

Implications for interpretation

𝛻2𝜙 = 4𝜋G𝜌 (P1)

𝛻2𝜙 − λ𝜙 = 4𝜋G𝜌 (P2)

𝛻2𝜙 + 𝑐2 λ = 4𝜋G𝜌 (P3)



Schrödinger, 1918

Cosmic constant term not necessary for cosmic model

Negative pressure term in energy-momentum tensor  

Einstein’s reaction

New formulation equivalent to original 

(Questionable: physics not the same)

Schrödinger, 1918

Could pressure term be time-dependent ?

Einstein’s reaction

If not constant, time dependence unknown

“I have no wish to enter this thicket of hypotheses”

On the cosmological constant (iii)

Erwin Schrödinger 1887-1961

𝑇𝜇𝜈 =

−𝑝 0 0 0
0 −𝑝 0 0
0 0 −𝑝 0
0 0 0 𝜌 − 𝑝



The size of the Einstein World 

What is the size of the Einstein World?

Assume uniform distribution of matter

Density of matter 

Density of matter in MW from astronomy

Assume density MW = density of cosmos?

Failed to calculate

No estimate of cosmic radius in 1917 paper

Declares density unknown in reviews

Calculation in correspondence!

Takes 𝜌 = 10-22 g/cm3 → R = 107 light-years 

Compares unfavourably with 104 light-years  (astronomy)



The stability of the Einstein World 

How does cosmic constant term work?

Assume uniform distribution of matter

Perturbation

What happens if the density of matter varies slightly?

Failed to investigate

No mention of issue in 1917

No mention of issue until 1927, 1930

Lemaître (1927)

Cosmos expanding from Einstein World

Eddington (1930)

Einstein World unstable



Reactions to the Einstein World

Alternative cosmic solution for the GFE

A universe empty of matter (1917) 

Closed curvature of space-time

Solution B

Solution enabled by cosmic constant 

Curvature of space determined by cosmic constant

Einstein’s reaction

Unrealistic

Conflict with Mach’s principle 

Interest from astronomers 

Light from star would be redshifted

Chimed with Slipher’s observations of the spiral nebulae 

Willem de Sitter



The Einstein-deSitter-Weyl-Klein debate

de Sitter solution disliked by Einstein

Conflict with Mach’s principle

Problems with singularities? (1918)

Lack of singularity conceded

Considered unrealistic

Arguing past each other?

Not Machian

Not static ?

The de Sitter confusion

Weyl, Lanczos, Klein, Lemaître

Static or non-static - a matter of co-ordinates? 

𝜌 = 0: 𝜆 =
3

𝑅2



Non-static cosmologies

Alexander Friedman (1922)

Allow time-varying solutions for the cosmos* 

Two differential equations for R

Evolving universe

Time-varying radius and density of matter 

Considered ’suspicious’ by Einstein     

Georges Lemaître (1927)

Theoretical universe of time-varying radius 

Expanding universe in agreement with emerging astronomical data

Also rejected by Einstein

“Vôtre physique est abominable” 

Alexander Friedman

(1888 -1925)

Georges Lemaître

(1894-1966) 



A watershed in cosmology

Hubble’s law (1929)

A redshift/distance relation for the spiral nebulae

Linear relation: h = 500 kms-1Mpc-1

Evidence of cosmic expansion?

RAS meeting (1930): Eddington, de Sitter 

Friedman-Lemaître models circulated

Time-varying radius and density of matter

Einstein apprised

Cambridge visit (June 1930)

Sojourn at Caltech (Spring 1931)

Edwin  Hubble (1889-1953)



The expanding universe (1930 -) 

Expanding models

 Eddington (1930, 31)

On the instability of the Einstein universe

Expansion caused by condensation? 

 Tolman (1930, 31) 

On the behaviour of non-static models 

Expansion caused by annihilation of matter ?

 de Sitter (1930, 31)
Further remarks on the expanding universe 

Expanding universes of every flavour

 Einstein (1931, 32)

Friedman-Einstein model   k =1,  λ = 0

Einstein-de Sitter model     k = 0,  λ = 0

Einstein’s steady–state model (~1931): λ =  energy of the vacuum?



“My greatest blunder” 

Einstein’s description of cosmic constant term

Reported by George Gamow

Controversy

Queried by Straumann, Livio

Not in Einstein’s papers or other reports

Our findings

Consistent with actions

Einstein’s remark reported by Gamow, Alpher, Wheeler

Meaning of remark

Failure to spot instability of static solution

Failure to predict expanding universe

Georges Gamow 



Coda:    The Einstein World today

The question of origins

BB model ≠ a theory of origins

The singularity problem

The quantum gravity problem

The cyclic universe

From BC to BB

The emergent universe

Inflating from a static Einstein World

On the stability of the Einstein World

Advanced GR: LQG, DGR, B-D, f(R), f (R,T)

Relevance of past theories in modern science





The Friedman-Einstein model

First translation into English

O’Raifeartaigh and McCann 2014

Not a cyclic model

“Model fails at P = 0 ”

Contrary to what is usually stated

Anomalies in calculations of radius and density 

Einstein: P ~ 108 lyr, ρ ~ 10-26 g/cm3 ,  t ~ 1010 yr

We get:     P ~ 109 lyr, ρ ~ 10-28 g/cm3 , t ~ 109 yr

Source of error? 

Oxford blackboard: D2 ~10-53 cm-2 should be 10-55 cm-2 

Time miscalculation t ~ 1010 yr (should be 109 yr)

Non-trivial error: misses conflict with radioactivity


